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Lots of different animals migrate: whales, monarch butterflies, caribou, etc
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Medieval english word for that specific bird = barnacle

Barnacles (that goose sp.) were around in fall & winter, then disappeared in spring & 

summer. People never saw eggs or chicks.  Didn’t know they were migrating to the tundra.  

While the geese were gone, these things would wash up, attached to pieces of wood.  

w/imagination, they looked like hatching eggs or goose wings, so people called them 

“barnacles”.  Today, they are still called barnacles and the birds are called barnacle geese.  

But the fact that barnacles washed up attached to wood led to the conclusion that…
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Barnacle geese grew on trees!!

Woodcuts from old books from 14/15 c
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GPS tags:

Applied to bird, usually in a backpack

Continuously records location & transmits signal to satellite, data is either stored in the tag 

or can be downloaded remotely

Solar powered tags:

Pros: incredibly accurate, long-lived, remotely downloaded; Cons: Expensive, somewhat 

bulky, only for use on larger birds

Store-on-board tags:

Pros: very accurate, lightweight; Cons: have to re-capture the bird to get the tag back

Nano tags:

Tiny radio transmitter that puts out a signal

Special receiver towers are put up all along flyways

As the birds pass by the tower, the signal pings the tower and their position is logged, then 

uploaded to a main database where the researcher can download it

Can track their movements without having to follow them physically
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Now that we know a little bit about HOW we collect data on migrating birds, let’s learn 

about what they can do.

First, a cavalcade of remarkable bird migration feats!
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Blackpoll warblers leave the coast of New England in the fall

They fly 2,700 miles to South America

80-90 hrs non-stop

Fueled by 10-11 grams of fat, the same amount in a pack of m&ms

Someone calculated what mileage blackpolls would get if they used gasoline to make the 

journey:

720,000 mpg!
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Up to 49,700 miles round trip
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Klaasen et al (2011) used geolocators
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This individual was tagged by a researcher who put a GPS tag on her, so we know exactly 

how far, fast, long she flew
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Figure from the paper, showing the godwits’ routes
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This would be like a 150 lb person gaining 15 lbs of fat per day until they weighed 300 lbs

Fat yields 2x energy as carbs or protein

More fat = higher flight range

If 40% body is fat, should be able to fly ~100 hrs & ~1500 miles in one go
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Long-distance non-stop migrants like shorebirds reabsorb unnecessary internal organs, then 

regrow them when they land

More on orientation later!
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To go a journey, you need 3 things: a map, a way to tell where you are on that map, & a 

compass

-a skilled outdoorsman would need nothing more than that

Birds have an AMAZING repertoire of tricks to fill these needs
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The sun is an obvious way to navigate, but…what is one big problem?

It moves!

How do birds correct for this movement?

Internal clock keeps track of what time of day it is; clock starts ticking when light is 

detected (i.e. sunrise)

Combine that info with position of sun→ tells them what direction to fly RELATIVE to the 

sun
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While birds dependent on thermals (raptors) or birds that feed on the wing (swifts,

swallows) fly during the day,

Most smaller landbirds migrate at night

-less predation risk

-cooler air means more heat loss (rapid wingbeats mean risk of overheating)

-atmosphere more stable at night: less wind & turbulence

While growing up in the nest birds learn the night sky

Research has shown that they use specific constellations to navigate in spring & fall
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By using these built in tools, birds can navigate hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of 

miles with astonishing precision

Returning to the same territory year after year
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Most significant = loss of stopover habitat; Critical for refueling

Here in central CA riparian habitat = v important

Lights from towers & buildings attract nocturnal migrants, who collide with them

Window collisions responsible for millions and millions of bird deaths

Power lines & poles cause an unknown but probably significant number of bird 

mortalities each year vis electrocution & collision

Wind turbines are built on ridges, right where birds migrate

Cats kill potentially billions of birds every year
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Preservation/restoration: in CA lots of work done to restore waterways, deltas, rivers, etc

Chicago first city to dim lights during spring & fall

Lights Out program

Cooperation between Chicago Audubon Society & city govt

Pictures: before/after 11 pm on same fall night

Saves estimated 10,000 birds per year
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Bird safe glass is coated with a UV reflective glaze: birds can see UV while humans can’t!
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Tons of money being spent to learn how to prevent/divert collisions on power structures

Locally, PG&E works to put up diverters

Ex: flight diverters on power lines/poles in Big Sur to help california condors

Wind companies funding tons of research to minimize collisions

Cats: all about education & raising awareness
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Emily Dickenson said: “Hope is the thing with feathers/That perches in the soul”

If we all work together, we can ensure that the phenomenon of bird migration continues to 

flourish
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